
SOFT SERVE FREEZER

Twin twist flavor, Floor, Gravity feed,
Microprocessor control, Independent refrigeration and
control system for each flavor

Product Offering
Offer all popular soft serve variations from low or
non-fat ice cream to custards, yogurt and sorbetnon-fat ice cream to custards, yogurt and sorbet

Freezing Cylinder
Two, 1.7 Liter (1.8 quarts)

Mix Hopper
Two, 15 Liters (15.9 quarts)
Separate hopper refrigeration maintains mix
temperature below 4.4ºC (40ºF) during Cool and
Standby modes.Standby modes.

Mix Low Indicator
When mix level is low, the Mix Low light turns “ON”
to alert operator to add mix.

Standby
Maintains product temperature in the mix hoppers
and freezing cylinders below 4.4ºC (40ºF) during
long no-use periods.long no-use periods.

Microprocessor Controls
Automatically regulates refrigeration and maintains
consistent product quality by controlling product
temperature and viscosity.

Counter
Records number of dispenses per day and total
number of dispenses.number of dispenses.

Temperature Display
Displays hopper and cylinder temperature; helps
control product safety

Output
60 Quarts/Hour

Safety Protections
•  Low temperature and motor overload cutouts•  Low temperature and motor overload cutouts
   protect from cylinder over freezing
•  High pressure switch prevents compressor overheat
•  Thermal overload protects from motor overheat
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Specifications
Electrical
One dedicated electrical connection is required. Unit
shall be cord connected or permanently connected.
Consult your local Spaceman distributor for available
cord & receptacle specifications as per local codes.

MotorMotor
Two, 1.25HP

Refrigeration System
Main Compressor: Two, 4,400 BTU/HR, R404A

Separate Hopper Cooling Compressor
One, 480 BTU/HR, R134A
(BTUs may vary depending on compressor used.)

Air CooledAir Cooled
Minimum clearance of 152mm (6”) on unit left, right
and back sides is required to achieve optimum
performance. Max room temperature 95º F

Options
• Air Exhaust Kit
• Water Cooled, Air Pump, Hopper Agitator, Flexible
  Blade Beater  Blade Beater
• Local language Control systems: English,
  French, Spanish, German, Dutch, Czech,
  Chinese.

208-230/60/1    30       18        / 4W
PLUG:  L6-30
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Choosing the right Soft Serve Machine 

 

Selecting the right soft serve machine is extremely important to your success.  By the end of this article 

you should have a good understanding of where to look for equipment and information, and what you 

will need to know to be successful serving soft serve ice cream or frozen yogurt.  The “soft serve 

selector” tool on SpacemanUSA.com will lead you to the correct model if you are interested in 

purchasing a Spaceman soft serve machine.  Otherwise, each individual manufacturer of soft serve 

machines should have knowledgeable sales representatives who can help you select the right machine 

for your business.   

Below are some questions you should know in order to purchase the right machine: 

How many flavors? 
1, 2, or 3 flavor models are available.  Two flavor machines generally come with a twist option and are 
referred to as twin twist machines.  Three flavor machines have five total handles, including two twists.  
Spaceman manufactures the only 5-handle machine certified for the US. 
 
Which type of product will you serve? 
Frozen yogurt is traditionally sold by weight, so a gravity fed machine is your best option.  Gravity fed 
machines allow a combination of product and air to flow from the hopper (refrigerated chamber for 
product storage) into the freezing cylinder (where the product is frozen into soft serve) by the force of 
gravity alone.  Typically, soft serve produced in a gravity fed unit will yield product that has 25-35% 
overrun.  Overrun is the percentage increase in volume of product that comes out of the machine as 
soft serve due to added air.  In some cases, frozen yogurt is served through a pressurized or air pump 
unit, especially in the European market. 
 
Ice cream is traditionally sold by large chains and quick serve restaurants through a pressurized or air 
pump machine.   Air pump machines can pull a higher, controlled percentage of air into the product as it 
enters the freezing cylinder to create pressure and maintain the air to product ratio once it enters the 
freezing chamber.  This means a higher overrun, typically 35-65% or more, depending on the ingredients 
in your product.  Higher overrun results in a product that is lighter, airier, and typically regarded as 
creamier.  It also means that your profit margin will increase if you are serving by volume or size, rather 
than by weight.  This is because you are serving more air, and less product, per serving.  Air pump 
machines are ideal for anyone who is interested in serving cones, especially if you plan to dip the cone.  
Air pump machines will also help prevent losing air from the cylinder, thereby maintaining product 
quality during slow times; a gravity machine may begin to beat out the air overtime or in standby mode, 
since the freezing cylinder is not under pressure.  In some cases, ice cream is served through gravity fed 
units.  This is user and customer preference.  It is also always recommended to check with the 
manufacturer of your soft serve product to get their recommendations for specific products.  If you 
serve a product intended for lower overrun through a pressurized machine, it may affect the flavor 
profile, and vice versa.    
 

http://www.spacemanusa.com/soft-serve-machine-selector-tool/
http://www.spacemanusa.com/soft-serve-machine-selector-tool/
http://www.spacemanusa.com/product-category/soft-serve/
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If you are serving a custard, gelato, or sorbet it is best to check with the manufacturer of the product 
and/or the machines to get their recommendations.  However, any soft serve machine that you 
purchase will be capable of producing soft serve ice cream, frozen yogurt, gelato, sorbet or custard, and 
you can change products or flavors anytime.  Depending on the manufacturer and model of your soft 
serve machine, changing flavors may be easy or difficult.  If you plan to change flavors often, you should 
choose a machine with a digital viscosity control on the front of the unit, which is easy to adjust.  
Viscosity is a loosely used term to describe the hardness, or consistency of the product.  Most 
manufacturers will measure viscosity by the amps drawn from the motor (the amount of energy needed 
to turn the product), or by temperature, or a combination of the two. 
 
What size serving will you average, and how many servings during your busiest hour? 
Depending on your serving size and output, you can determine the ideal freezing cylinder size and 
power (or output) of the machine.  Most manufacturers will be able to tell you servings per hour, or 
capacity per hour in quarts or gallons.  If you are serving small sizes (2-4 ounces) and a lower volume, 
then you can stay in a lower capacity machine with a smaller freezing cylinder (less product available at 
any given time).  Purchasing a machine with a higher capacity than you need will result in wasted 
product, high energy costs, and higher upfront costs.  It may also take more time to clean and maintain.  
However, having a machine with too low of a capacity will mean lost sales.  If you tell your manufacturer 
how many servings you intend to do per hour and what size, they will be able to make sure you get the 
right machine for your application.  This is why I always ask, “How many servings during your busiest 
hour?”  Some cafeterias and lunch rooms, for instance, will serve 90% of their sales during a 1 hour 
lunch period.  Basing your buying decision on this information is much more conducive then basing it on 
daily servings. 
 
Do you prefer a floor standing or counter top unit? 
Most soft serve models will be available in either floor standing or counter top, unless you need a high 
capacity machine, which is generally larger and requires the extra space for a floor unit.  Floor standing 
models are nice because they have locking caster wheels and are easier to move – remember that these 
machines are heavy!  Floor units also tend to cool better; specifically, the evaporator and components 
inside the machine will remove heat more easily, so the machine will run to its fullest capacity.  Counter-
top machines are ideal when floor space is not available or for single flavor machines that do not require 
the additional space for manufacturing.   
 
Other Machine Features to consider 
 
The Hopper Agitator saves employee time and helps to keep product food safe.   A hopper agitator 
periodically mixes the product that is being stored in the refrigerated hopper to keep product evenly 
cooled, and avoid ice buildup around hopper walls. Without the hopper agitator option, employees will 
have to manually stir product every 30-60 minutes.  Frozen yogurt products especially tend to separate 
in the hopper, and will go bad if not stirred.  Most Spaceman machines come standard with hopper 
agitator, as we have found that our customers prefer this option.   
 
Air Pump or Pressurized soft serve machines use pressure to add a higher, controlled percentage of air 
to the product mix and maintain pressure in the freezing cylinder so that the air does not escape.  Air 
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pump machines are ideal for customers looking for higher profits, creamier product, or anyone serving 
cones.  Air pump machines also reduce the maintenance required to run a machine on a daily basis and 
during slow hours, but they add about 10 minutes to the weekly cleaning schedule (bi-weekly if using 
Heat Treatment). Please also see description and comments about the air pump above, in the section 
“Which type of product will you serve?” 
 
Air Cooled vs Water Cooled are the two methods for removing heat from the machine.  Air cooled 
machines remove heat through a condenser fan, and water cooled machines remove heat through a 
water plate.  Water cooled machines are more expensive and in most states require a glycol or chiller 
system, since it is often illegal to waste city water. A glycol system can be especially expensive, and 
typically the installation is an additional cost.  Spaceman air-cooled machines have patented evaporator 
technology which means they reduce the heat output by 20-35% over other leading brands.   
 
Heat Treatment for Ice Cream Machines uses heat generated from the compressor to raise the 
temperature in the hopper(s) and cylinder(s) to over 152 degrees Fahrenheit once per day.  The benefit 
to a heat treatment soft serve machine is that you can run the machine for 14 days before you need to 
do a full cleaning.  The draw back to a heat treatment machine is the upfront cost; generally these 
machines are reserved for large chains who need to save on labor costs.  Also note, heat treatment 
heats the product daily, so it is not recommended for frozen yogurt, as it will kill naturally occurring 
probiotics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


